
Database Fundamentals:
Databases put data in context - their schema represents their relationships and helps 
users understand data.
Ideal database characteristics:

non-redundancy - data is not replicated in multiple places (like a spreadsheet)
o Less storage required
o Must update each instance of the data; time consuming
o Instead, keys are used to reference bits of data.

consistency - you want commits to be atomic, and data to be consistent across 
multiple data stores.

The database approach:
Central repository of shared data
Stored in a standardized, convenient form

Conventionally a DBMS is used - software package.
SQL:
All statements end in ;.
SQL keywords are not case sensitive.
Strings use single quote.
SELECT <filter> FROM <tableset>:
Select filters the columns provided by expression. If multiple tables are used in the 
FROM tableset, the result-set is the combination of every possible permutation of the 
combinations.
If the query is part of a join, select 
Filter can be either:

*
comma separated list of filters
field name
Expression drawing information from field names EG: death-birth as age
Aggregate function expression, which provides only one result.

Tablesets are in the form <table> [<alias>][, <tableN> [<aliasN> ...]]. Same table can be 
alias’ed multiple times to provide self joins. Tableset may also be a subquery, but then 
must be followed by some bullshit ‘AS <alias>’ or even just <alias>
WHERE <filter>
Where filters individual rows based on the filter expression.
Filter expression can be a combination of operators, literals, and field names, or sub 
expressions. Valid operators are not, and, or, +, <, >, <>, <=, >=.
Usage: after a SELECT.
BETWEEN <exp> AND <exp>
Filters results between two values.
Usage: in a WHERE expression.
  
<exp> IS [NOT] NULL
Special syntax for checking if an expression is equal to null. Do NOT use ‘=’.
Usage: in a WHERE expression.
<exp> AS <name>


